Abstract
The current study indicates the importance of Islamic banking deposits as a paramount sector with its unique blend of moral principles and financial practices. Inside the situation of Islamic banking in Pakistan, where shared values and moral principles clasp considerable sway, integrated reporting shoulders heightened consequence in communicating the all-inclusive value created by these institutions to stakeholders. In this study corporate governance serves as the basis of effective management and oversight in Islamic banking institutions operating in Pakistan. Adherence to Sharia principles of clarity, fairness, and accountability not only confirms compliance but also fosters trust and confidence among stakeholders, thereby enhancing the strength of the sector. The financial sustainability, a core tenet of Islamic banking in Pakistan, continues beyond ordinary profitability to encompass social welfare and environmental stewardship. So the careful with risk management, reasonable wealth distribution, and investment in socially responsible projects, Islamic banks in Pakistan can achieve sustainable financial performance while upholding their ethical obligations. Ultimately, the convergence of combined reporting, corporate governance, and financial sustainability not only reinforces the resilience of Islamic banking in Pakistan but also strengthens its role as a driver of inclusive growth and ethical finance in the country's financial ecosystem.
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1. Introduction
The current study indicates the Islamic banking has begun as prominent participant in the worldwide financial background, offering a recognizing consider to banking that supports with moral principles and Sharia law. The study indicates the Pakistan, where the widespread of the population witnesses to Islamic beliefs, Islamic banking has expanded substantial traction(Hamad et al., 2020; Jan et al., 2021), providing to the diversification and asset of the financial sector. Contained by this context, the blend of reporting, corporate governance, and financial sustainability holds paramount reputation for the long-term viability and ethical foundation of Islamic banking institutions(Yusuf et al., 2024). Although the included reporting has appeared as a inclusive approach to corporate reporting that goes outside conventional financial metrics to incorporate environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors(Chouaibi et al., 2022). In the context of Islamic banking in Pakistan, where societal values and ethical considerations play a significant role, integrated reporting becomes a unsafe tool for obviously communicating the holistic value created by Islamic banks to their stakeholders(Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023). Corporate governance serves as the foundation of effective decision-making and responsibility within Islamic banking institutions(Hamad et al., 2020). Financial sustainability is innate to the ethos of Islamic banking in Pakistan, containing not only financial profitability but also social welfare and environmental stewardship(Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023). By assumption principles of impartial wealth distribution, prudent risk management, and speculation in socially responsible projects, Islamic banks in Pakistan can achieve sustainable financial performance while upholding their ethical responsibilities to society(Ur Rehman et al., 2020). Versus this backdrop, this paper seeks to finance a comprehensive analysis of the relationship between integrated reporting, corporate governance, and financial sustainability within the context of Islamic banking in Pakistan(Rahman et al., 2020). Illustration on multidisciplinary viewpoints from finance, Islamic studies, and corporate governance, this study aims to explore the intricate relationships among these elements and their suggestions for the elasticity and ethical foundation of Islamic banking institutions in Pakistan(Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023). Over a combination of theoretical visions and empirical evidence, this paper activities to offer practical recommendations for attractive joined reporting practices, strengthening corporate governance frameworks, and promoting financial sustainability in Islamic banking institutions across Pakistan(Hamad et al., 2020; Yusuf et al., 2024). Eventually, by development transparency, accountability, and ethical manner, Islamic banks can not only succeed in the competitive financial landscape of Pakistan but also contribute to the broader goals of all-encompassing growth and sustainable development in the country(Jan et al., 2021; Mahajan et al., 2023; Rahman et al., 2020).
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2. Theoretical Foundation

2.1. Stakeholder theory

Stakeholder-agency theory is an expansion of traditional agency theory, which cores primarily on the relationship involving principals (usually shareholders) and agents (usually managers) within a firm (Mahajan et al., 2023; Peev, 1972). However, stakeholder-agency theory develops the scope of analysis by considering the concerns and authority of various stakeholders beyond shareholders (Hill & Jones, 1992; Mahajan et al., 2023), such as employees, customers, suppliers, communities, and society at large. Shareholders are individuals, groups, or entities that have a vested interest or stake in the activities and results of a company (Jones, 1980). They can involve shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, communities, governments, (Mahajan et al., 2023) and other entities affected by the firm’s actions. The agency relationship indicates to the assignment of decision-making authorities from principals (shareholders) to agents (managers) to act on their behalf (Peev, 1972). This relationship creates a potential conflict of interest, as agents may pursue their own ideas rather than the consequences of the principals. Stakeholder-agency theory acknowledges that managers, as agents, have a blame not only to shareholders but also to other stakeholders affected by the firm’s controls (Hill & Jones, 1992). Thus, managers must balance the playing interests of numerous stakeholders while making decisions. Effective stakeholder management includes identifying, prioritizing, and addressing the needs and worries of different stakeholder groups (Mahajan et al., 2023). This may require engaging in dialogue, collaboration, and transparency to build trust and maintain mutually beneficial relationships. Stakeholder-agency theory emphasizes the importance of governance mechanisms that consider the concerns of all stakeholders, not just shareholders (Peev, 1972). This may involve the establishment of board structures, policies, and procedures that ensure accountability, transparency, and responsiveness to stakeholder concerns (Mahajan et al., 2023).

2.2. Integrated Reporting in Islamic Banking:

In the context of Pakistan, integrated reporting has followed worth as a complete approach to corporate reporting that outdoes outdated financial metrics to comprise environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors (Ur Rehman et al., 2020). The context of Islamic banking, integrated reporting supposes added importance due to the sector's importance on ethical finance and societal welfare. So, the research by (Mohiuddin & Siddiqui, 2023) to adopt joined reporting practices to effectually interconnect their social and environmental impacts alongside financial performance. Moreover, studies by Al-Fayoumi et al. (2020) highlight the positive correlation between joined reporting and financial performance in Islamic banks, underscoring the potential for integrated reporting to enhance investor trust and value creation (Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023; Chouaibi et al., 2022; Jones, 1980).

Corporate Governance in Islamic Banking:

The corporate governance serves as an elemental pillar of functioning management and oversight within Islamic banking institutions (Khan & Ali, 2017, 2018). So the devotion to Sharia principles of transparency, fairness, and accountability is necessary to insist stakeholder trust and uphold the ethical foundation of Islamic finance (Hamad et al., 2020). In the previous research by (Hamad et al., 2020) emphasizes the significance of robust governance frameworks in safeguarding compliance with Sharia principles and mitigating agency conflicts within Islamic banks. Furthermore, studies by (Yusuf et al., 2024) indicating the role of corporate governance mechanisms, such as Sharia supervisory boards and ethical codes of conduct, in enhancing the governance structure and performance of Islamic banks (Peev, 1972).

2.3. Financial Sustainability in Islamic Banking:

In this study financial sustainability indicates the spirit of Islamic banking, containing not only profitability but also social welfare and environmental stewardship. The Islamic finance rules stage fair wealth distribution, risk-sharing, and investment in socially responsible projects to achieve sustainable financial performance. The previous research (Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023; Yusuf et al., 2024) features the positive relationship between financial sustainability and Islamic banking, highlighting the sector's resilience amid economic uncertainties. Additionally, research by Khan et al. (2021) emphasize the role of Islamic banks in advocating sustainable development goals through ethical funds and community development initiatives (Hamad et al., 2020).

2.4. Integration of Integrated Reporting, Corporate Governance, and Financial Sustainability:

The study include the integrated reporting, corporate governance, and financial sustainability is necessary for the long-lasting viability and ethical foundation of Islamic banking institutions. Research (Samarah & Tellawi, 2023) which indicates the interactive effects of combining these elements, emphasizing their role in enhancing transparency, accountability, and stakeholder engagement in Islamic banks. Additionally, research by (Chouaibi et al., 2022) point out the value of aligning governance mechanisms with sustainability objectives to advocate ethical conduct and value creation in Islamic banking (Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023). So the previous literature features shows the value of integrated reporting, corporate governance (Gulzar et al., 2021; Khan & Ali, 2017; Khan et al., 2019), and financial sustainability in determining the flexibility and ethical foundation of Islamic banking institutions. The adopting integrated reporting practices, strengthening governance frameworks, and promoting financial sustainability, Islamic banks can not only improve their performance but also contribute to the larger goals of sustainable development and ethical finance (Khan & Ali, 2018).
3. Methodology

The current study opt the mixed-methods approach to systematically analyze the interplay between integrated reporting, corporate governance, and financial sustainability in Islamic banking in Pakistan (Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023). The methodology involves both qualitative and quantitative workings to provide a holistic considerate of the research phenomenon. The review of academic literature is indicated to gather alive theoretical frameworks, empirical studies, and best practices related to integrated reporting, corporate governance, and financial sustainability in Islamic banking (Husnah & Fahlevi, 2023). The databases related to the study such as PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar are utilized to identify peer-reviewed articles, books, reports, and conference proceedings (Husnah & Fahlevi, 2023). The most important themes, theoretical perspectives, and empirical findings from the literature are synthesized to inform the conceptual framework and research design. Semi-structured interviews are guided with key stakeholders in the Islamic banking sector, including senior executives, Sharia scholars, regulators, and industry experts (Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023). The conversations explore stakeholders' perspectives, experiences, and perceptions viewing integrated reporting practices, corporate governance mechanisms, and strategies for promoting financial sustainability in Islamic banking (Mohiuddin & Siddiqui, 2023). Thematic analysis is employed to detect recurring themes, patterns, and divergent viewpoints occurring from the interviews. Data is collected from financial reports, annual statements, and sustainability disclosures of Islamic banking institutions operating in Pakistan. Main performance markers have connections with financial performance, ESG metrics, governance structures, and sustainability initiatives are quantitatively analyzed using statistical methods (Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023; Yusuf et al., 2024). The case studies involve document analysis, interviews with key personnel, and site visits to improvement a thorough understanding of the organizational context, challenges, and success factors. The qualitative and quantitative findings are integrated to develop a thorough understanding of the connections between integrated reporting, corporate governance, and financial sustainability in Islamic banking in Pakistan (Adnan et al., 2023; Rehman et al., 2023).

The perceptions which from the literature review are triangulated with empirical evidence from qualitative interviews, quantitative data analysis, and case studies. The findings indicated the synthesized to generate practical recommendations for Islamic banking institutions, regulators, and policymakers to enhance integrated reporting practices, reinforce corporate governance mechanisms, and promote financial sustainability in Pakistan's Islamic banking sector (Hussain et al., 2020). So, employing a mixed-methods approach, this study aims to provide robust insights into the complex dynamics shaping the resilience and ethical foundation of Islamic banking in Pakistan, thereby conducive to both academic literature and practical implications for industry stakeholders (Rehman et al., 2023).

4. Measurements

The Measure the level to which Islamic banking institutions adopt internationally identified integrated reporting frameworks such as the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) guidelines. So the disclosure quality assess the comprehensiveness and transparency of integrated reports by evaluating the inclusion of environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors alongside financial performance metrics (Hussain et al., 2020). In this study stakeholder engagement measure the level of stakeholder engagement in the integrated reporting process through surveys, interviews, or stakeholder feedback mechanisms.

4.1. Corporate Governance measurement

The take the corporate governance sharia compliance, assess adherence to Sharia principles around the incidence of Sharia supervisory boards, compliance with Sharia standards in financial products, and Sharia audit processes (Gulzar et al., 2021). Current study board composition measure board independence, diversity (including gender diversity), and the authority of independent directors to ensure effective oversight and accountability (Husnah & Fahlevi, 2023). In this study ethical codes of conduct evaluate the establishment and enforcement of ethical codes of conduct to guide decision-making and promote ethical behavior within the organization (Hamad et al., 2020).

4.2. Financial sustainability measurement

Current study taken the profitability measure financial performance values such as return on equity (ROE), return on assets (ROA), (Khan et al., 2019) and net profit margin to assess the profitability of Islamic banking institutions. So the weigh the social impact of Islamic banking activities through indicators such as zakat contributions, financing of social welfare projects, and support for community development initiatives (Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023). In this study evaluate environmental sustainability practices such as energy efficiency measures, renewable energy investments, and carbon footprint reduction initiatives (Ansari et al., 2024).

4.3. Regulatory compliance measurement

4.3.1. Regulatory Compliance Index: So the prominent the regulatory compliance index to gauge the extent to which Islamic banking institutions comply with regulatory requirements related to Sharia compliance, governance standards, and sustainability reporting (Chouaibi et al., 2022).
4.3.2. Regulatory Violations: the regulatory Monitor violations or sanctions imposed on Islamic banking institutions by regulatory authorities for non-compliance with Sharia principles, governance regulations, or sustainability reporting standards(Hamad et al., 2020).

5. Discussion
The study indicates that Islamic banks in Pakistan have ended strides in integrating reporting practices, positioning them with Islamic principles and values(Hamad et al., 2020). Where as notably, there is a trend regarding adopting integrated reporting frameworks that encompass financial, environmental, social, and governance (ESG) aspects(Yusuf et al., 2024). So the integration reflects a broader commitment to transparency and accountability in line with Shariah-compliant principles(Husnah & Fahlevi, 2023). Which review associates varying degrees of adherence to corporate governance frameworks among Islamic banks in Pakistan. So, some institutions demonstrate robust governance structures, others exhibit flaws, particularly in board independence, risk management, and ethical standards. The efficiency of corporate governance mechanisms appears crucial in continuation financial sustainability and ensuring alignment with Islamic principles(Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023). This study indicates the financial sustainability metrics indicates mixed performance among Islamic banks in Pakistan(Arbani & Siddiqui, 2023; Husnah & Fahlevi, 2023). While profitability metrics demonstrate resilience and competitive performance, indicators related to social impact and environmental sustainability require further improvement.

5.1. Implications for Islamic Banking
The findings underscore the interrelation of combined reporting, corporate governance, and financial sustainability in Islamic banking. Effective incorporation of reporting practices facilitates transparency, enhances stakeholder trust, and promotes the alignment of financial activities with Shariah principles. However, the effectiveness of these initiatives is contingent upon robust corporate governance frameworks that order ethical conduct, risk management, and stakeholder engagement.

5.2. Future Research Directions
Moving forward, future research should explore the mechanisms through which combined reporting, corporate governance, and financial sustainability traverse within the context of Islamic banking. Additionally, longitudinal studies can specify insights into the long-term impact of these initiatives on organizational performance and stakeholder value making. Moreover, comparative analyses across different Islamic banking jurisdictions can offer valuable lessons for enhancing best practices and promoting standardization within the industry.
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